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		This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Broadband Communications, Networks, and Systems, Broadnets 2018,  which took place in Faro, Portugal, in September 2018.

	The 30 revised full and 16 workshop papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 68 submissions. The papers are thematically grouped as follows: Advanced Techniques for IoT and WSNs; SDN and Network Virtualization; eHealth and Telemedicine Mobile Applications; Security and Privacy Preservation; Communication Reliability and Protocols; Spatial Modulation Techniques; Hardware Implementation and Antenna Design.
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Cody's Data Cleaning Techniques Using SAS, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2008
Although this book is titled Cody’s Data Cleaning Techniques Using SAS, I hope that it is more than that. It is my hope that not only will you discover ways to detect data errors, but you will also be exposed to some DATA step programming techniques and SAS procedures that might be new to you.

I have been teaching a two-day data...
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The Human Foot: A Companion to Clinical StudiesSpringer, 2005

	The appendages at the end of our forelimbs tend to attract the evolutionary and

	clinical limelight, but our feet are as important as our hands for our survival and

	success as a species. We tend to take them for granted, yet the many millions of

	modern humans who run either competitively or for recreation, or who play sports

	such...
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The Complete Guide to DAZ Studio 4Packt Publishing, 2013

	Bring your 3D characters to life with DAZ Studio


	Overview

	
		Learn to pose characters in a natural way with ease
	
		Apply morphs to create new characters with endless variations and discover how to use lighting effectively
	
		Covers DAWN: The new 3D figure on the block by Hivewire3D,...
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Algorithms: A Functional Programming Approach (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1999

	This book is primarily an introduction to the design of algorithms for problem solving.
	Its prominent feature is to use a functional language as an implementation language.
	Because of the high level of abstraction provided, functional programs tend to be shorter,
	clearer and faster to develop than their imperative counterparts. This...
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VLSI Circuit Design Methodology Demystified: A Conceptual TaxonomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book was written to arm engineers qualified and knowledgeable in the area of VLSI circuits with the essential knowledge they need to get into this exciting field and to help those already in it achieve a higher level of proficiency. Few people truly understand how a large chip is developed, but an understanding of the whole process is...
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Soft Computing: Techniques and its Applications in Electrical Engineering (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
Intuitive consciousness/ wisdom is also one of the frontline areas in soft computing, which has to be always cultivated by meditation. This book is an introduction to some new fields in soft computing with its principal components of fuzzy logic, ANN and EA and it is hoped that it would be quite useful to study the fundamental concepts on these...
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